REPAQ® Retest and Reuse Program
Qualified Packaging Solutions ...EVERY TIME.

With CSafe’s REPAQ® program, you can have your AcuTemp® VIP shipping solutions
cleaned and re-qualified for reuse. The inspection process includes thermal testing of the
VIP so you can be assured that your packaging meets the original solution specifications
every time.

REPAQ® Retest and Reuse Program - The Success is in the Test
The goals of most reuse programs are the same – reuse allows lower costs and
reduces environmental impact. The packaging is cleaned, visually inspected and
returned to the customer for reuse. Some programs may even do random visual testing
of the packaging. The CSafe REPAQ program is the only one that ensures you receive
qualified packaging EVERY single time by thermal testing of 100% of the returned VIP.
The effectiveness of VIP cannot be determined by a visual inspection alone. VIP, like
polyurethane and EPS, will degrade over time, something that a visual inspection
may not reveal. All shippers in the REPAQ program are thermally retested to insure
that when they re-enter the cycle, the thermal integrity and performance meets
requirements.

Typically a reduction of

30 – 40%
in supply chain costs with
the REPAQ® Program

Adopt a greener shipping process and enjoy
the cost savings without sacrificing quality.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is required to set up a REPAQ® Program?
CSafe Global will assign an account manager to your account who will work with you to
set up the program to ensure its success. The setup includes the following:
- Identify the necessary packages (size, temperature ranges, durations
and payload volumes)
- Identify the most efficient process working with your logistics partners
- Helping to educate your supply chain from operation to recipients of packages
to ensure the highest level of compliance

What is the Impact on Your Staff and End Users?
CSafe Global provides assistance every step of the way:
- For your staff: We help implement the program by providing all of the
qualification reports, work instructions, materials and training required.
- For your logistics team: The simplicity and ease-of-use that AcuTemp VIP
solutions offer is the best in the industry. This improves inbound and outbound
logistics as well as ease within your operations.
- For your end users: Your destination sites will no longer need to dispose of
the packaging which saves them money. They simply leave the box for pick-up
using the return label applied.

How do you get packages back for reuse?
Each package contains a return label which is simply applied to the
box once the payload is retrieved. The package is simply picked up
and returned to a CSafe REPAQ location.

What are the benefits?
Using AcuTemp VIP solutions typically provides a 20-30% cost reduction while meeting
the highest level of quality in the industry. Add on the REPAQ program, and another
30-40% cost savings can be achieved, let alone the environmental benefits and
customer service improvements.

The REPAQ Program
-

Over five years of experience and over 250,000 AcuTemp solutions re-qualified
Reduces overall supply chain packaging costs by 30-40%
No cost to be part of the REPAQ Program
VIP solutions that begin at US$16
No asset tracking required for operational ease
Simple pack outs using ThermoCor VIP designs
Training and program education for sales, customer service, manufacturing,
operations, shipping and client program awareness
Easy return program made simple to ensure high rate of customer compliance
Packaging used in the REPAQ program is easily identified for return and reuse
CSafe Global network of reclamation centers
100% retesting on return packaging to insure 100% return to original
pre-use specifications
Reduce unnecessary landfill waste and is an efficient, effective and
environmentally responsible packaging program

Thermally Re-Test
& Re-Qualify
The REPAQ Difference
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